FREESTANDING

BASIN

Installation Instructions

3.1.b

Freestanding Basin Item No. 200, 210, 214, 230, 235, 240, 250, 260 & 264
Please provide these instructions to contractor at point of sale.
CAUTION: This sink is made of glass. It is very strong, but
sensitive to hard object impact, extreme change in temperature
and high mechanical stress. Most damage to this product occurs
during installation. Please follow installation instructions carefully.
VITRAFORM sinks are intended and Warranteed for Lavatory use only.
Hardware Supplied:
A. Base Mount (permanently attached to sink)
B. Base Mount Nipple (semi-permanently attached to Base Mount A)
C. Base Mount Nut
D. O-ring
E. T-gasket
F. Freestanding Grommet
Freestanding sinks are packaged using mounting hardware as part of
the packaging system. To unpack the sink, Base Mount Nut C and “T”
Gasket E must be removed from the sink. Be careful not to lose these
parts, they are necessary later for installation of the product.
Base Mount Nipple B is installed at the factory using a “Thread
Locking” material. This part should be left in the basin. If the removal
of the nipple is necessary please contact the factory for assistance.
The Base Mounting hardware included with this sink is provided as a
structural support and mechanical attachment to the counter surface.
Do not use “Thread Sealing Materials” on the mounting hardware
(Items A, B or C). No part of the mounting hardware is involved in

the seal or function of the drain. Adhesives or sealant will only make
it difficult or impossible to remove the sink if it is necessary to do
so. The drain assembly should be installed following the instructions
provided with the Vitraform drain of your choice.
Basin Installation:
1. 	Place Basin on counter by inserting Base Mount Nipple B into
2 1/2” (64) hole in counter with O-ring D in its corresponding
groove in Base Mount A.
2. 	For counter thickness of 3/4” (19) to 1” (25) install Base Mount
Nut C as shown. For counter thickness from 1” (25) to 1 1/4” (32)
thickness, invert Base Mount Nut C so that the smaller diameter
faces upward. For counter thickness over 1 1/4” thickness, request
special fitting from factory based on your counter thickness. Refer
to drain specifications to coordinate drain with counter thickness.
Thread Base Mount Nut C onto Base Mount Nipple B. TIGHTEN
BY HAND ONLY.
3. 	Freestanding Grommet F is to be installed inside the drain hole
of the basin before installing the Drain. Install drain according to
instructions provided. T-gasket E is an optional replacement for
wedge washers provided with certain drains that may be too short
for this installation.
Drain Installation
See Hardware pgs. B.1.1-4 for instructions on installing Vitraform
drain systems with this basin.
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Care for the Vitraform Glass Sink: Use commercial glass cleaners sprayed onto a soft cloth to clean glass surface(s). Wipe basin dry after use to avoid mineral deposits on
glass left by water spots. For frosted glass, special attention to stubborn stains or adhesives may be required. Silicone or other adhesives may be impossible to remove from
frosted finishes. If contamination occurs attempt to remove adhesive with glass cleaner first, then denatured alcohol, paint thinner or mineral spirits. If none of these solvents
work, the stain might be removed by re-blasting the bowl. Contact the factory for authorization to return the product for evaluation. A return authorization must accompany the
product. Please pack the sink in the original box or other proper packing to assure its safe return and insure for full value.
Care for metal fittings and plated finishes: Wipe metal fittings dry after use to avoid water spots. Glass cleaner used on the Vitraform Glass Sink may be damaging to metal
finishes. Use a diluted, neutral, liquid soap and a soft cloth to clean metal fittings. Never use an abrasive cloth or scouring pad.
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